Lobby 7 exhibits like this balloon carpet may become less common, as the Lobby 7 committee's budget has been cut and the position of Lobby 7 Coordinator — currently held by Suzanne Weinberg — has been eliminated.

Lobby 7 Coordinator emeritated

Laundry Note: Cut along dotted line.

implying it isn’t. Producing a single letter is easy; producing line after line of letters, all perfectly spaced and set, gets a little complicated. One type of letter isn’t enough, since printers want a variety of typefaces and sizes. The Tech’s Dymo Parameter makes eight typefaces available in 12 sizes — and the flexibility to change lines, make type run in crazy shapes, and hyphenate and justify copy. The typewriter ends up being a lot more than a collection of mirrors, lenses, and lights — it’s also a minicomputer.
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The college is releasing no further information in accordance with the wishes of the victim's parents.